HEREFORDSHIRE SECTION NEWSLETTER

“…………. Something old, something new,
something borrowed something blue?” Paul Farley
looks very happy wearing Rob Woodfords Everoak
bonedome helmet, astride Terry Pickering’s rare,
blue (ish) and beautiful 1927 500cc OHC Humber. I
think his jacket is fairly new!
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PAST EVENTS
April 7th – Bromyard Speed Festival
What more can you say about this amazing event.
Glorious old cars and old bikes circulating the
spectator-lined closed roads of Bromyard – and all
for free (well you might have had to pay for
parking).

April 7th – Felix Burke Trial - A report from Steve
Sumner, who entered with his son Andrew on their
much love bikes “Chuffa” and “Claude”

The section put on an excellent display in the yard
behind the Queens, but it wasn’t easy for spectators
to find.
Thanks to Simon Durrant for organising our Section
stand, for arriving early to build it and staying late to
take it down. Thanks to all those who provided bikes
for the show and to section members who visited.
Simon is seen here on his tasty WSB replica receiving
a less than serious bollocking lecture for over
enthusiastic riding from Motor cycle Marshall, Ray
Whittaker (the designer of our Herefordshire on the
Edge Logo)! Thanks also to the organisers of the
Festival and the countless volunteers who make this
a very special event. Roll on 2021!

“The Felix Burke Road Trial is one of the events in the
Western Region Road Trial Championship, which for
the last 2 years has included our very own
“Herefordshire on the Edge”. The events are a
mixture of navigation, scatter, road safety trials and
the like. Points are awarded at each event and
there are trophies to be won. I just think it`s a good
excuse for getting out and about on an old bike.
ROUTE INFORMATION PREPARATION
About a week before the event entrants receive a
pack containing a list of 16 Checkpoint co-ordinates

with the distances between each, a list of the green
lanes, a rider’s scorecard, machine number card
and most importantly a Lunch Voucher.

Points are awarded for each checkpoint visited
(max of 12), each mile ridden up to 60, riding the
green lanes and/or answering the questions
correctly. The green lanes are probably the easier
way to accumulate points, the questions at times
being only vaguely motorcycle related.
All we had to do then was decide which
checkpoints to visit and which green lanes to try.
Sounds simple, but it’s not that easy to plot a circular
route of exactly 60 miles, we finally settled on 53
miles and 5 green lanes.
Preparation of the bikes was as complete as it ever
could be, with spanners and grease guns being
waved in the general direction of Chuffa and
Claude, and as Andrew quite rightly says “they`re
90 years old if they want to break they will”.
POINTS MEAN PRIZES!
Clearly, the most prestigious award for this event is
the Rosana Burke award for best motorcycle
themed hand knitted sweater. Won last year by
myself modelling a Pully knitted to my design by Mrs.
S. This year, following in Dad’s footsteps, Andrew
scooped the award in his newly knitted Pully, once
again knitted by Mrs. S.
(It is indeed a thing of beauty……….Editor)

The green lanes were all muddy and quite slippy in
places. The deepest water Andrew encountered
was about 6 inches deep. Chuffa came out of it
muddy but intact and no broken records. He only
got lost once. He did grin a lot though.

Winchcombe Station was our chosen starting
checkpoint and having correctly answered 3 of the
4 questions to Andrews 1 from 4 (more years of
anorackiness works in my favour) off we went to the
next checkpoint. Two miles later Claude’s vague
handling changed to very vague and the cyclist I
had just overtaken stopped to helpfully point out
that both back wheel and petrol tank matched.
Both were flat. End of my event as a rider then.
Claude was loaded back into the van when Mrs. S
appeared and Andrew continued on his way to the
checkpoint.
Andrew managed to visit ten more checkpoints and
ride four of the green lanes before time got the
better of him and he had to head toward the finish
at Andoversford. It’s probably quicker if you don`t
stop to play the marshals a tune, but then what
would be the point of that?

One of the highlights for me was an elderly couple
in Northleach who were passing the checkpoint,
stopped to look at Chuffa and asked for a record to
be played. It was pure coincidence we had the
tune she suggested. Watching them dancing to
Silvery Moon was a joy. Thanks to grand-daughters
Holly and Alice for choosing the records to play on
the “Chuffaphone”
BEST BUFFET LUNCH
At the village hall the bikes in the carpark ranged in
age from 1920s to 2012 and everything from scruffy
oily rag to concours shiny. Inside the village hall was

the best buffet lunch I`ve seen this year, hot and
cold food, tea and coffee or beer available.
Time then to play more tunes and chat to friendly
folk you`ve met before or friendly folk you`ve only
just met. I hope the optimist who took a photo of my
pully (to show to his wife to encourage her to knit)
gets out of hospital soon.
Questions asked at the checkpoints were easy if you
knew the answer! They ranged from “Who is this in
the picture?” to “How many yards in a furlong” and
“Why was the racing OK nicknamed “Lighthouse”?
Andrew answered at least one correctly at each
checkpoint he was asked questions at.
What could be better than riding a motorcycle of
your own choice up and down county lanes looking
for and eventually finding someone who will ask you
random questions or point you towards mud. Have
a go next year. Go on, it really is a “Grand day out”.
Or try our own Herefordshire Section’s “On the
Edge”. It’s slightly longer than the 60 miles of the Felix
Burke, but at least no one stops you to quiz you on
your motorcycle knowledge (not yet anyway)”.
April 11th – Section ride, South Shropshire and the
Long Mynd.
The sun shone on the righteous, making this a really
pleasant day out. A good turnout of section
members was swelled by a couple of welcome
visitors

Neil Copestake on his delightful TS185cc Suzuki and
the eponymous Bob Nutter who travelled all the way
up from Welwyn to ride the wheels off his poor little
Bantam.
John Hodges joined us at Bishop’s Castle on his ‘20s
Scott, making us 14 altogether riding bikes spanning
8 decades.

The ride up the west side of the Long Mynd was
made for motor-cycles and is the highlight of a
good route.

Unfortunately the sublime descent a few miles
further on was held up by a car driver who was
determined not to let anyone pass. Lunch at the
Ludlow Food Centre café was excellent and Martin
Lyall was once again able to indulge his passion for
Hot chocoalate topped off with Chantilly Cream
and Marshmallows – As they say in Yorkshire “There’s nowt so queer as folk!”

Sunday April 14th – Ledbury Leader Grass Track at
Pencombe near Bromyard.
Plenty of “Sound and Fury” here! A couple of classic
classes were sprinkled amongst the modern bikes
Section supporter and Herefordshire on the Edge
entrant, Neil Copestake rode his beautiful 1974
Hagon LTR 890 Jawa to a couple of decent results

April 28th Mid Wales meander to the Rhayader
Dams

spanning 8 decades, including 3 Banbury eligible
bikes. Rob Woodford peddled his 1930 CTT, 500cc
OHV Triumph with panache and seemed to have no
problem with the pace.

One of the best attendances ever for a section run.
It got off to a great start with Chairman Geoff
McGladdery putting diesel in his tank in Kington –
there’s always one!! Geoff would like to thank all his
(former) friends for not laughing at him!

It was great to see 3 lady solo riders – a first for our
section. Maggie Smith (BSA), Sheila Whittingham
(Velo) and Sue Harris (350 Gold Star) are all pictured
Below.

The Elan Valley visitors centre proved to be a great
place to stop for coffee and cake.

For the 3rd Section run in a row, we had bikes

FUTURE EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY
Sunday May 12th – In search of the Green Man –
meet at B&Q car park burger van, Holmer Road
Hereford HR4 9SH 10:00 for 10:30 start.
A short ride (40 miles in total) through the lanes to
the mysterious "Green man" and then on to the finish
at Broomy Hill Waterworks Museum and miniature
steam trains. (Broomy Hill, Hereford HR4 0LJ) Free
tickets to ride the trains. It has to be said that even
those who were “Too cool” to ride on the trains

couldn’t keep the smiles of their faces when they
were made to take a ride!

Food is available at the finish, but better still, arrange
to meet the family and have a picnic? This run is
suited to smaller, older and slower bikes. The
“Chuffaphone” should be in attendance and
there’s a free sticker!! What more could you want?

plunger frame and modern Velorex Chair, but it is still
a nice thing and if you fancy “a bit on the side”
might be just the bike for you.

matching engine and frome numbers. A lot of work,
but could be worth the effort. For full details take a
look on their website
https://www.brightwells.com/classic-motoring/
Thursday May 16th - 7.00 pm at the Moon, Mordiford
HR1 4LW – Club night and “Seven Signpost” ride - a
(devilishly) simple navigation event, with prizes for
"on-time" finishers. A great excuse for a bit of nifty
navigation and brisk riding. Attractive to pillionists
acting as navigators. Bring a bike (older preferred,
but any age will do) and give it a whirl.
If you don't fancy riding or getting stranded in the
dark in rural Herefordshire, there will be the usual
meet and chat in the pub!

If 3 wheels are one too many, There are several
interesting Japanese bikes on sale. This tidy looking
’74 Honda CB750 looks cheap and will probably go
higher than the guide price. Prices of earlier CB750s
have rocketed recently. Will the more common later
models follow suit? “You pays yer money and yer
takes yer chance”

Sunday May 19th - The Market Square Bromyard HR7
4BP - Three wheels on my wagon. A route designed
especially for 3 wheelers, avoiding grass strips and
very narrow lanes. About 55 miles, with a coffee stop
along the way. Solos of any shape and size are of
course welcome too.We will finish for lunch at The
Three Horseshoes, Little Cowarne, Bromyard,
Hereford HR7 4RQ
Saturday June 1st 10:00 a.m. - HJ Pugh - Auction of
Vintage & Classic Motor-cycles, Spare parts and
Automobilia at their new venue HAZLE MEADOWS,
ROSS ROAD, LEDBURY HR8 2LP - Viewing on the
afternoon of Friday May 31st and on the morning of
the sale from 09:00 a.m. The catalogue is not
available yet, but you will eventually find it on their
website usually a week or so before the event,
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html
The new site is looking impressive and is close to
completion. Let’s hope it doesn’t get too posh!

Wednesday May 15th - Brightwells, Easter’s Mart,
Leominster, HR6 0DE - Classic & Vintage cars &
Motorcycles.
Just 12 bikes in this mixed auction. This A7 500cc BSA
outfit registered in 1947 is a bit of a mongrel with it’s

If The far East is too far then the near East in the
shape of a barn find Birmingham built Dominator 99
600 might hit the spot. Its got an original buff
logbook, the DVLA still hold the number and it has

A couple of interesting Nortons are already entered,
this original looking 1961 ES2 and a tidy pre-war 16H
side valve.

HEREFORDSHIRE ON THE EDGE 2019
This is our Sections ‘Flagship’ event as well as a major
contributor to section funds. Please do what you can
to promote the event and to encourage people to
enter. You have already received a set of
Regulations and an entry form, so feel free to pass
them on to anyone who you think would like to ride
in the event. Entries continue to roll in, and we are
half-way to achieving our target of 100.

Following the Gold medal success of Terry Pickering
and William Galliers last year, we have had a
significant increase in entries from riders with preWW2 machines. Neil Kerr’s ‘37 Rudge special
definitely catches the eye.
If you’re looking for something for Banbury, the little
Enfield might fit the bill, or the more powerful 1929
Triumph NSD 500 might appeal.

GRASS TRACKING AFTER A 45 YEAR DELAY
S

PAUL FARLEY RE-VISITS HIS LOST YOUTH

I’ve always ridden trials and also rode grasstracks for
a few years back in the 70’s, the bikes being a
Triumph Cub, Hagon Husqvarna and finally an AJS
Stormer. At this time riders were still allowed to
compete on scrambles machines.

I’d been having a look at grass track bikes on eBay,
just for interest, when after a couple of glasses of
wine, a running and quite shiny Ansel framed BSA
C15 popped up with minutes to go on the auction. I
put what I thought was quite a low bid on and ‘oh
dear’ I’d won it.
After a mega drive the bike was duly collected from
Redcar in East Yorkshire where the previous very
pleasant owner had ridden on the grass and sand
raced on the beach until events on the beach had
been stopped.

Although running and very shiny the bike hadn’t
been ridden for many years so required an engine
rebuild, new rear shocks, tyres and rubber bands for
the front suspension. To comply with current
regulations I had to remove the front brake and fit
an engine cut out with lanyard. It had been run on
petrol but I converted it to run on methanol, huge
main jet and ‘z’ needle and of course Castrol R for
that all important aroma!
Malcolm, our bike friendly local farmer let me try the
bike on his field, it proved to be reasonably quick but
the field was too rough to really give it some stick.
I’d been to watch a few modern grasstracks and
every time the air ambulance had been required
due to minor looking crashes unfortunately resulting
in what appeared to be serious injuries. My wife was
really freaked by how dangerous this silly sport of
going round in circles appeared to be and I admit I
was beginning to feel the same.

The rest of the meeting ran very smoothly with no
further incidents, I had two practice sessions and
four races in the pre 75 250 class and came last
every time!
I obviously need a lot more practice, the footrests
were in the wrong place and the bike requires lower
gearing however I survived, enjoyed the day and
the atmosphere was very nostalgic. The next VMCC
meet isn’t until September but I’ll be looking forward
to that and maybe not being last in every race.
Anybody know of a flat smooth field?

Despite this I entered the season opener, run by the
VMCC speedway and grasstrack section at
Dauntsey, Wilts. Everybody was really friendly and
supportive and the meeting well organized but laidback. The meeting catered for all ages and classes,
tiny tots to grandads and there were obviously lots
of seasoned veterans as well as very quick youths.
Unfortunately a rider came off in the first practice
session and had to be evacuated by air
ambulance, note there’s a re- occurring theme
here!

MAINSTREAM MARQUES
If you are interested in BSA or Triumph or other
mainstream UK marques, there are very many
readily available sources to satisfy you. Manuals
and spares lists produced by the Factory covering
decades are fairly easy to get hold of. There are
loads of books still in print, specialist books on the
machines, the companies, and the personalities,
covering decades of activity. You also have the
opportunity to examine many different models that

RESEARCH AND HOW TO MANAGE IT
SOME ADVICE FROM VMCC VOLUNTEER
RESEARCHER AND MARQUE SPECIALIST FOR THE
EDMUND AND NER-A-CAR MARQUES – PETER J HILL
If you would like to find out more about your bike or
your favourite marque, we thought you might be
interested to read this thoughtful piece by VMCC
marque specialist Peter Hill.

appear on almost any weekend of a busy riding
season, and talk to their riders.
VMCC ARCHIVE
Then there is the Club Library. Volumes of BSA
Factory Records, Shelves of bound volumes of
magazines going back to 1903, a Photographic
Library and lots, lots more, including a helpful and
friendly staff and volunteers.
WHAT’S AN EDMUND?
Now for the Edmund. “The what?” you say? It is one
of my Marque Specialisms. One of the over 300
‘manufacturers’ that rode the post WW1 crest of a
buying wave, and were largely gone after a few
years. Edmund bucked the trend by being based in
Chester, Cheshire, hardly a hotbed of motorcycle
engineering.

Try researching one of these obscure makes –
nothing is easy, little or no documentation exists and
what you can achieve is mainly through hard graft,
resilience, and the expenditure of a great deal of
time. You do however gain immense satisfaction.
“Trust me, I’m a Marque Specialist!”
NOTHING MORE TO BE FOUND
Shortly after I bought my Edmund, I decided that I
would like to find out some background. I started
to research but didn’t get very far, being both

inexperienced and discouraged by an ‘important’
local member who had said that there was no
further information to be found. Established
historians of the day were either dismissive or, like the
late, great Jim Sheldon, most supportive and
encouraged my efforts with practical help and
advice. Based on my own experiences, here are a
few lessons.
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE?
Decide what you want to achieve, and go for it;
seek and take encouragement from the helpful,
and ignore the naysayers, regardless of their
apparent status. Start with the VMCC Library - a
world class treasure trove of advice and
information.
RECORD EVERYTHING
Record
everything
you find
out,
always
remembering to keep note of the source. There is
time enough for you to start weeding out some of
the less reliable information you have gathered, and
you need to cultivate the ability to spot “gems” in a
sea of dross. Always index and cross reference. I
recently obtained a copy of a pre WW1 Edmund
leaflet that I thought I had already got. At first sight
it looked the same but on closer examination the
wording was different. Moral – read the material
properly, preferably twice!
TRUST NO ONE!
Trust no one absolutely; memories play tricks and
photographs can and do lie, just take a critical look
at makers catalogues! Don’t believe everything you
hear, but make a note of it anyway. Always make
sure you are asking the right questions. You are not
in court, leading questions are allowed, but be
cautious of being fed the information that your
contact thinks you want to hear. Be objective and
challenge where appropriate.
PEOPLE MATTER
A vital lesson that we all tend to forget. We get so
obsessed with the minutia of the machine, that we
forget an obvious fact. People die whereas
machines are fairly resilient. You can measure the
bore of an engine any old time but, when you
decide you want to know why the engine was

modified, when and by whom, you had better get
on with it before you are told that your informant
died last week. Remember, people matter, they
may be vague or inaccurate, but they can tell you
things that will never be found in any documents.
You will usually find them extraordinarily helpful and
they are normally very interesting. However, tread
softly, lest you carelessly trample on their precious
memories.
BE SCEPTICAL
Why is it that we tend to believe what was written in
period publications from decades back? The
answer is because we want to believe, and it may
be the only source available. They were probably
no better (or worse) than the current crop. They
were producing a disposable publication to tight
deadlines with restricted funding, not a flawlessly
researched archive. Look at today’s media: it is
routinely inaccurate and often contains stories that
have been made up. You know this, I know this and
we don’t trust them for a moment. Unlike Road
Testers of the time, controlled by the Advertisers, you
can and should be sceptically critical of content.
IT’S NEVER OVER
The search for information is never over. Don’t be
discouraged by a lack of new information. Only
recently, I was told that a picture of an Edmund was
in a recent issue of one of the classic magazines (the
one I didn’t take!). From this ‘family photo’ I was able
to identify the man standing behind the machine as
the Works Foreman, the date as 1921 and the
location as the wharf alongside the factory. I met
the family, discovered that his son had been
apprenticed to the factory, and signed up a new
VMCC member as a bonus!
FLIGHTS OF FANCY
When researching specific items it is virtually
impossible to avoid the temptation of going off at a
tangent. Don’t allow yourself to be too distracted
but remember that what you are doing isn’t a job,
it’s supposed to be fun, so don’t be too hard on
yourself, and enjoy the odd flight of fancy that you
come across: I certainly have.

WARNING
Research can be dangerously addictive, and can
turn you from an enthusiast to a total obsessive. You
have been warned!

HEDGE LAYING!
Herefordshire on the Edge regular and section
supporter David Malcolson has been doing a bit of
hedge laying with his lovely 1955 Norton 19S outfit
seen on last year’s event.

David emailed his sorry tale….”I was out on a North
Birmingham Section run, on my Norton combo, with
no ballast in the sidecar. I took a left hander too
tightly/fast....mainly
through
inattention....the
sidecar
wheel lifted x2 after attempted
correction...so I opted for the hedge rather than
tipping over. I went over the handlebars, but
thankfully only have bruises and dented pride to
show for it. The combo did not fare so well, but it
could have been so much worse.” David is having
an interesting debate with insurers, Carole Nash
about salvage/appropriate repairers etc……we will
keep you informed.
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to post to it.

